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Proactive and reactive control depends on emotional valence: a Stroop
study with emotional expressions and words
Bhoomika Rastogi Kar, Narayanan Srinivasan, Yagyima Nehabala and Richa Nigam

Centre of Behavioural and Cognitive Sciences, University of Allahabad, Allahabad, India

ABSTRACT
We examined proactive and reactive control effects in the context of task-relevant
happy, sad, and angry facial expressions on a face-word Stroop task. Participants
identified the emotion expressed by a face that contained a congruent or
incongruent emotional word (happy/sad/angry). Proactive control effects were
measured in terms of the reduction in Stroop interference (difference between
incongruent and congruent trials) as a function of previous trial emotion and
previous trial congruence. Reactive control effects were measured in terms of the
reduction in Stroop interference as a function of current trial emotion and previous
trial congruence. Previous trial negative emotions exert greater influence on
proactive control than the positive emotion. Sad faces in the previous trial resulted
in greater reduction in the Stroop interference for happy faces in the current trial.
However, current trial angry faces showed stronger adaptation effects compared to
happy faces. Thus, both proactive and reactive control mechanisms are dependent
on emotional valence of task-relevant stimuli.
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Cognitive control (detection and subsequent control
of conflict) is the basis of goal-directed behaviour
(Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001;
Bugg, 2008; Mansouri, Tanaka, & Buckley, 2009;
Tang, Hu, Li, Zhang, & Chen, 2013). A conflict task
(i.e. flanker or Stroop task) consisting of compatible
and incompatible stimuli is used to demonstrate con-
flict processing in terms of increased reaction times
(RTs) for incompatible stimuli compared to compati-
ble stimuli. For instance, a flanker task may consist
of a compatible stimulus where the central target
stimulus is the same as the non-target flankers
(HHHHH) or an incompatible stimulus where the
central target stimulus is different from the flankers
(HHKHH). Compatibility effect (incongruent > congru-
ent) is the difference in the RTs for incompatible
and compatible stimuli. This difference between
incompatible and compatible RTs is reduced follow-
ing incompatible stimuli in the previous trial. Compat-
ibility in the immediately preceding trial results in a

dynamic trial-to-trial adjustment in performance,
which is referred to as conflict adaptation or con-
gruency sequence effect (CAE/CSE) (Botvinick et al.,
2001). Conflict adaptation is generally considered a
proactive control mechanism (although see Duthoo,
Abrahamse, Braem, Boehler, & Notebaert, 2014 for
review) which activates processes that anticipate con-
flict and prevent or reduce interference (Burgess &
Braver, 2010). Conflict adaptation is indicated by the
lesser congruency effect (difference between incon-
gruent and congruent trial RTs) for trials following
an incongruent trial compared to the trials following
a congruent trial also known as the Gratton effect
(Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1992). The ability to
adapt in the current trial in the presence of conflict
results from up-regulation in cognitive (proactive)
control, triggered by the conflict in the preceding
trial (Botvinick et al., 2001; Boy, Husain, & Sumner,
2010). In contrast, reactive control is concerned with
monitoring and responding during the presence of
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conflict. Reactive control is measured by the reduction
in performance in incongruent (conflict) trials com-
pared to congruent (no-conflict) trials. Reactive
control is transiently activated by interference and
serves as a “late correction” mechanism. Both proac-
tive and reactive control has been studied using
flanker (Davelaar & Stevens, 2009; Ullsperger,
Bylsma, & Botvinick, 2005) or Stroop (Aarts &
Roelofs, 2010; Bugg, Jacoby, & Toth, 2008; Padmala,
Bauer, & Pessoa, 2011) tasks.

Conflict adaptation effect has also been theorised
to occur due to stimulus repetition; RTs might be
faster due to stimulus repetition itself as a conse-
quence of repetition priming (Mayr, Awh, & Laurey,
2003). However, CAE may still be present on trial
sequences that do not involve stimulus repeats (Ull-
sperger et al., 2005).

An important aspect of conflict adaptation and
control, in general, is how these processes are influ-
enced by and differ based on stimulus content. In
this study, we investigate proactive control (and reac-
tive control) in the context of stimuli with emotional
valence. Affective states prioritise conflict processing
and drive control adjustments and also strengthen
adaptation to cognitive conflict (Egner, Etkin, Gale, &
Hirsch, 2008; van Steenbergen, Band, & Hommel,
2010, 2012). Conflict itself is an aversive signal and
affective valence particularly negative affect could
be a motivational force for control adjustments (Botvi-
nick, 2007; Dreisbach & Fischer, 2015; 2016; Fritz,
Fischer, & Dreisbach, 2015). Hence, cognitive control
becomes important in the presence of an emotional
context in which there is a need to respond appropri-
ately in social situations depending on the emotional
valence displayed by the faces of people interacting
with us.

Studies on reactive control processes with
emotional faces using the flanker task (Fenske & East-
wood, 2003; Kar, Vijay, & Mishra, 2013) have shown a
larger congruency effect (incongruent slower than
congruent) for happy compared to sad target faces
possibly due to differences in scope of selective atten-
tion (Srinivasan & Gupta, 2010; Srinivasan & Hanif,
2010; Srivastava & Srinivasan, 2010). The sad face is
linked to more focused attention, which leads to
lesser processing of flankers and a smaller congruency
effect compared to the happy face, which is associated
with broad scope of attention. The emotional face-
word Stroop task (Beall & Herbert, 2008; Etkin, Egner,
Peraza, Kandel, & Hirsch, 2006; Wittfoth et al., 2010)
has also been employed to study conflict processing

as a measure of reactive control in which happy or
fearful emotional faces were presented with the
words “happy” or “fear” written across them. While
there was a Stroop interference effect (performance
was worse when the expression and word were incon-
gruent compared to congruent), emotional valence
did not interact with the Stroop interference (Egner
et al., 2008; Etkin et al., 2006). Beall and Herbert
(2008) examined a possible hierarchy among affective
stimuli using the face-word Stroop task looking at the
interference effects for happy, sad and angry facial
expressions as well as the differences in automaticity
of processing faces vs. words. They found that proces-
sing of affective faces is more automatic than the pro-
cessing of prototypical emotional words (e.g. happy
and despair). They did not look at CAEs with emotional
stimuli.

So far, only one study has looked at CAEs with
happy and sad facial expressions. However, the
purpose of the study was to find out whether
emotional conflict resolution and monitoring is a con-
scious or an unconscious process (Jiang et al., 2013).
The study used a priming task with prime–target
pairs being congruent or incongruent with respect
to emotions. The results demonstrated that uncon-
scious emotional information could trigger conflict
but this conflict was not strong enough to show
emotional conflict adaptation. A recent ERP study
has examined adaptation effects for happy and
angry emotional faces by using a novel face-emotion
paradigm that introduced conflict between features
within the face (Clayson & Larson, 2013). A significant
adaptation effect was found as a function of previous
trial congruence but there was no effect of emotional
valence on adaptation.

Some studies have shown that the speed of conflict
resolution is faster in case of emotional stimuli irre-
spective of emotional valence (Kanske & Kotz, 2010,
2011a, 2011b). This is inconsistent with studies indicat-
ing that conflict resolution is not facilitated but
impaired when emotional stimuli are presented
before conflict stimuli (Hart, Green, Casp, & Belger,
2010). This is due to the fact that emotional stimuli
interact with the negative affective state induced by
the conflict itself resulting in slower conflict resolution.
However, conflict adaptation is reduced if unpleasant
emotional stimuli are presented between conflict trials
(Padmala et al., 2011). This differential pattern of
enhancement and impairment in conflict processing
due to emotional valence suggests the need for
understanding the manner in which emotions
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influence the cognitive control system, more specifi-
cally conflict adaptation.

Conflict adaptation has also been studied by pre-
senting task-irrelevant emotional pictures (Padmala
et al., 2011). Conflict adaptation effects have been
shown to vary with mood using a flanker task; the
effect was larger with negative mood compared to
positive or neutral mood (van Steenbergen et al.,
2010). More importantly using a face-word Stroop
task (gender of a face was congruent or incongruent
with a gender word overlaid over the face) and unre-
lated emotional stimuli, Padmala et al. (2011) found
that negative pictures significantly reduced CAEs
when compared to neutral pictures. In another
study, Braem et al. (2013) employed pleasant and
unpleasant pictures in a switch task and showed
that positive affect enhances cognitive flexibility,
whereas negative affect narrows down the attentional
focus. Importantly, in these studies, the emotional
valence was task irrelevant (Braem et al., 2013;
Padmala et al., 2011).

Given that task-irrelevant emotional stimuli have
been shown to influence conflict adaptation, it is
important to examine conflict adaptation with task-
relevant emotional valence that might differentially
influence different aspects of cognitive control.
Inzlicht, Barthlow, and Hirsh (2015), in their recent
opinion article, have proposed that cognitive control
is dependent on emotion. More specifically, it is
important to investigate whether proactive and reac-
tive control processes depend on the emotional
valence of the stimuli.

An fMRI study with task-relevant emotional stimuli
using the face-word Stroop paradigm has looked at
the dissociation in neural systems involved in
emotional vs. non-emotional conflict monitoring
(Egner et al., 2008). While they found differences in con-
flict adaptation between emotional and non-emotional
stimuli, they did not report any difference in conflict
adaptation as a function of specific emotional valence
with task-relevant emotional stimuli. However, the
experiments with emotional pictures when they were
task irrelevant do show differences in conflict adap-
tation as a function of emotion (Padmala et al., 2011).
This potential discrepancy in findings needed further
investigation and necessitated the current study. In
addition, the use of task-relevant emotional face-word
stimuli also enabled us to investigate conflict adap-
tation as a function of previous trial emotion. We also
ensured that the emotion words in face-word stimuli
are matched in size.

Given the differences in processing of positive and
negative emotions (Beall & Herbert, 2008; Srinivasan &
Gupta, 2010; Srinivasan & Hanif, 2010; Srivastava & Sri-
nivasan, 2010), it is important to study the potential
differences in the recruitment of proactive and reac-
tive control as a function of valence. Since the conflict
effect differs for happy and sad faces (Fenske & East-
wood, 2003; Kar et al., 2013), we used these emotions
to investigate the reductions in Stroop interference as
a function of previous trial congruence as well as pre-
vious and current trial emotion (in Experiment 1). To
investigate whether another negative expression
such as anger, which is different from sad in terms
of motivational orientation (avoidance), influences
proactive and reactive control differently from
sadness, we used angry and happy facial expressions
in Experiment 2. Happy faces and to some extent
sad faces are approach oriented, whereas angry
faces are avoidance oriented.

We expected to find overall Stroop interference
and CAEs irrespective of emotions (Egner & Hirsch,
2005). The CAE was examined as a function of
current trial emotion as well as previous trial
emotion in a face-word Stroop task. The effect of pre-
vious trial emotion on the Stroop interference in the
current trial was taken as a measure of proactive
control, whereas the effect of current trial emotion
on the Stroop interference in the current trial was
taken as a measure of reactive control. This approach
enabled us to examine if emotions influence control
mechanisms since particularly the negative emotions
are known to exert motivational forces leading to
adjustments in exercising control in a conflict task
(Fritz et al., 2015). We hypothesised that conflict
adaptation would depend on task-relevant previous
trial emotion and positive and negative emotions
would differentially influence proactive control.
However, if positive and negative emotions influence
only reactive control, then we would expect to find
differences in CAE only as a function of current trial
emotion and not as a function of previous trial
emotion. In view of the explicit findings of Padmala
et al. (2011), one would expect to find a reduced
CAE for negative emotional faces compared to the
happy faces. However, task-relevant emotional
stimuli are known to influence attentional mechan-
isms in terms of greater involvement of focused
attention strategies (Srinivasan & Gupta, 2010; Srini-
vasan & Hanif, 2010; Srivastava & Srinivasan, 2010)
and may result in stronger adaptation effect for
negative emotions.

COGNITION AND EMOTION 3



Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was conducted to investigate whether
happy and sad faces differentially influence proactive
control mechanisms that underlie CAEs, particularly
by looking at the effect of previous trial emotion on
the Stroop interference in the current trial. Studies so
far have not compared adaptation effects of happy
and sad emotional faces. Studies on emotion–attention
interactions (Fenske & Eastwood, 2003) with happy and
sad facial expressions have shown that happy faces are
associated with distributed attention, whereas sad
expressions are associated with focused attention (Sri-
nivasan & Gupta, 2010, 2011; Srivastava & Srinivasan,
2010). Sad faces are known to show smaller conflict
effects compared to happy faces on flanker tasks due
to narrow scope of attention. The narrow focus of atten-
tion would result not only in a smaller spatial scope (in
the context of spatial attention) but would also result in
focusing on a small number of features or dimensions
of object-based information (in non-spatial Stroop-like
tasks). Since sad faces constrict attention and show
lesser cost on an incongruent trial, it is expected that
they would also lead to better behavioural control on
a subsequent high-conflict trial. Hence, we hypoth-
esised that sad faces would show greater CAE com-
pared to happy faces. Alternatively, since sad faces
elicit smaller conflict than happy faces, one could also
hypothesise that there would be a lesser need for
proactive control, which could result in a smaller CAE
on a subsequent high-conflict trial. However, given
the evidence on conflict resolution with sad faces
that support the former hypothesis, we expected that
sad faces compared to happy faces would show stron-
ger adjustments in control on the subsequent trial.

Method

Participants
Thirty student volunteers from the University of Alla-
habad (mean age: 19.13 years; range = 18–25 years;
males = 19) with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision participated in the experiment. All participants
provided written informed consent. The study was
approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee, Uni-
versity of Allahabad.

Stimuli
The stimuli were emotional faces with happy or sad
expression with an emotional word (happy or sad)
written over the face in red colour (see Figure 1). Four

grey scale full-front pictures of two male and two
female faces with happy/sad facial expressions, each
subtending 9.17° × 7.22° and matched for mean lumi-
nance were used in the study. The faces were selected
from an Indian emotional faces database (Grewal, Kar, &
Kumar, 2012) containing faces rated for intensity and
arousal on a five-point rating scale (1 − least happy/
sad and 5 − very happy/sad). The raters had first
reported the valence of the face as happy or sad and
then rated each face with respect to intensity of the
expressed and intensity of the felt emotion (arousal)
on a five-point rating scale. The mean intensity
ratings for the happy and sad faces were 3.60 and
3.53, respectively (p > .05). The mean arousal ratings
of the happy and sad faces used in the study were
3.57 and 2.58, respectively (p > .05). Unlike previous
studies (Egner et al., 2008; Etkin et al., 2006), we
matched the size of the distractor words HAPPY and
SAD with both words subtending 3.8° × 1.37°. This
was done to rule out the possibility of the effect of
visual cue in terms of the varying length of the distrac-
tor word. Participants were seated at a distance of
60 cm in front of a 19′′ computer screen.

Procedure

Each trial began with a fixation cross at the centre of
the screen for 300 ms followed by the emotional
face-word stimulus that was presented for 500 ms at
the centre of the screen against a black background.
Participants were asked to respond to the facial
expression. Participants responded by pressing the
“z” key for happy facial expression with the index

Figure 1. Example stimuli used in Experiment 1.
Notes: The faces depicted in the figure have been taken from the CBCS
emotional faces database (Grewal et al., 2012). The face model presented in
Figure 1 had given a written informed consent to publication of his photograph.
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finger of their left hand and “/” key for sad expression
with the index finger of their right hand using the key-
board. The response keys were counterbalanced
across participants. Participants were asked to
respond as accurately and fast as possible.

There were a total of 960 trials presented with 7
predetermined rest pauses after every 120 trials. Half
the trials contained a happy face and the other half
a sad face. The target facial expression was either con-
gruent or incongruent with the content of the distrac-
ter word with half the trials being congruent trials and
the other half being incongruent trials. There were a
total of 16 conditions based on previous and current
trial congruency and previous and current trial
emotional expression (happy/sad) with 60 trials in
each condition. In terms of congruency, there were
four types of trials: previous congruent-current con-
gruent (cC), previous congruent-current incongruent
(cI), previous incongruent-current congruent (iC), and
previous incongruent-current incongruent (iI). In
terms of emotions, target emotions were either
repeated (happy–happy and sad–sad) or not repeated
(sad–happy and happy–sad). Each of the 16 conditions
[2 (previous trial emotion) × 2 (current trial emotion) ×
2 (previous trial congruence) × 2 (current trial congru-
ence)] was presented equally often (60 trials in each
condition) in the entire experiment. The face-word
stimuli (sad-congruent, happy-congruent, sad-incon-
gruent, and happy-incongruent) were presented in a
pseudo-random order. There were 40 practice trials
in the beginning of the experiment.

Statistical analysis

RTs and accuracy (error rate %) were recorded. RTs
were filtered for eliminating eventual anticipations
and/or late responses. Trials for which RTs were
either less than 100 ms or more than 1000 ms were
considered as outliers and removed. On an average
about 2.3% trials were removed across the 16 con-
ditions. After excluding the outliers, a mean of 58
trials were available for analysis for each condition,
out of which correct trials were used for the analysis
with RTs and error trials were used for the analysis
with error rates. The criterion for adequate accuracy
was at least 80% overall accuracy. One participant’s
data was not included in further analysis due to low
accuracy (71%). Mean accuracy across participants
was 84%. Tables A1 and A2 in the Appendix present
the mean RTs (ms) and accuracy (error rate in %) for
happy and sad target expressions as a function of

previous and current trial congruence as well as pre-
vious and current trial emotion.

In addition to RT and accuracy data, we also per-
formed a Stroop interference analysis with difference
scores [subtracting the RTs or error rates for congruent
trials from incongruent trials (I – C)]. Larger the differ-
ence between incongruent and congruent trials,
larger the interference effect. This interference effect
(I – C) was expected to decrease as a function of pre-
vious trial congruence. A three-way repeated
measures ANOVA with 2 (previous trial congruence) ×
2 (previous trial emotion) × 2 (current trial emotion)
was performed with the RT and accuracy difference
scores. A four-way ANOVA on RT data and accuracy
scores was also performed. Since the results are
similar to the results obtained with the difference
scores and for ease of presentation, the results of
the four-way ANOVAs are presented in the sup-
plementary material. Tukey’s HSD post hoc test was
used for multiple comparisons for all the significant
interactions. Effect size (h2

p values) was also computed
for each main effect and interaction effect.

Results

Stroop interference (RTs)
We computed the difference scores [incongruent
minus congruent, (I – C)] to look at the changes in
Stroop interference as a function of previous trial con-
gruence, previous trial emotion and current trial
emotion. Figure 2 presents the reduction in Stroop
interference for happy and sad facial expressions in
the current trial as a function of previous trial congru-
ence. Figure 3 presents the reduction in Stroop inter-
ference for happy and sad facial expressions as a
function of previous trial congruence and previous
trial emotion.

A three-way ANOVA with previous trial congru-
ence, previous trial emotion, and current trial
emotion was performed with the difference scores.
The main effect of previous trial congruence was sig-
nificant, F(1, 28) = 127.92, p < .001, h2

p = .820, indicat-
ing the presence of conflict adaptation. Stroop
interference was less when the previous trial was
incongruent as compared to when it was congruent.
The main effect of current trial emotion was not sig-
nificant, F(1, 28) = 2.82, p = .104, h2

p = .092. The main
effect of previous trial emotion was significant, F(1,
28) = 6.57, p = .016, h2

p = .190. Stroop interference
was less when the target expression in the previous
trial was sad compared to when it was happy.

COGNITION AND EMOTION 5



The interaction between previous trial congruence
and previous trial emotion was significant, F(1, 28) =
15.48, p = .001, h2

p = .356. Post hoc analysis showed
a reduction in Stroop interference when the previous
trial was incongruent, t(28) = 9.39, p < .001 (happy)

and t(28) = 17.26, p < .001 (sad), respectively. In
addition, greater reduction in Stroop interference
was observed when the previous trial was incongruent
with a sad target expression as compared to a happy
target expression, t(28) = 5.88, p = .001. This effect was
not significant when the previous trial was congruent.
The other two-way interactions between previous trial
congruence and current trial emotion as well as pre-
vious trial emotion and current trial emotion were
not significant.

The three-way interaction between previous trial
congruence, previous trial emotion and current trial
emotion was significant, F(1, 28) = 39.31, p < .001,
h2
p = .584. There was a significant effect of previous

trial congruence (typical CAE) when the emotional
expressions were repeated across trials for both sad
and happy faces, t(28) = 13.237, p < .001 and t(28) =
8.951, p < .001, respectively. There was no CAE for a
sad face preceded by a happy face across trials. We
found stronger adaptation effect for sad facial
expressions following a congruent trial when pre-
ceded by a happy face (19.01 ms) as compared to
when it was preceded by a sad face (56.87 ms),t(28)
= 6.103, p = .003. On the contrary, the Stroop interfer-
ence for sad face following an incongruent trial when
preceded by a sad face was reversed (−25.32 ms) and
lesser compared to when it was preceded by a happy
face (16.30 ms), t(28) = 6.697, p = .001.

In order to highlight the comparison between the
adaptation effects for the two emotions, we subtracted
the Stroop interference score (I – C) when the previous
trial was congruent from the Stroop score when the
previous trial was incongruent [(iI − iC) − (cI− cC)] for
both target emotions [i.e. (iI-iC)−(cI-cC) is the difference
in Stroop interference when preceded by incongruent
vs. congruent trial: smaller difference implies greater
conflict adaptation following an incongruent vs. a con-
gruent trial). This difference was 40.21 ms for happy
faces and 42.40 ms for sad faces, t(28) = .409, p = .686,
suggesting comparable adaptation effects for both
emotions. However, the pattern of adaptation effects
was found to be different for happy vs. sad faces with
respect to previous trial emotion as well as greater rep-
etition priming effect for sad faces compared to happy
faces.

Stroop interference (error rates)
A three-way ANOVA (previous trial emotion × current
trial emotion × previous trial congruence) was per-
formed with difference scores for accuracy data
(difference in error rate % between incongruent and

Figure 3. Stroop interference for happy and sad faces as a function of
previous trial congruence, previous trial emotion and current trial
emotion. The light grey bars depict the Stroop interference for the pre-
vious congruent trialsand dark grey bars depict the Stroop interfer-
ence for the previous incongruent trials. The difference between the
light and dark grey bars represents the CAE as a function of previous
and current trial emotion. The x-axis represents the previous and
current trial emotion (HH, SH, HS, SS; “H” represents happy faces
and “S” represents sad faces) and the y-axis represents the Stroop
interference (difference between incongruent and congruent RTs on
the current trial) when the previous trial was congruent or incongru-
ent. HH presents a trial where happy target face in the current trial is
preceded by a happy target face; SH represents a trial where happy
target face in the current trial is preceded by a sad target face; HS rep-
resents a trial where sad target face is preceded by a happy target
face; SS represents a trial where a sad target face is preceded by
sad target face. ** indicates p < .01.

Figure 2. This figure depicts the CAE in terms of the reduction in
Stroop interference (difference between incongruent and congruent
trials) for happy and sad faces as a function of previous trial congru-
ence. The x-axis represents previous trial congruence (congruent,
incongruent) and y-axis represents the Stroop interference in millise-
conds. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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congruent trials). Main effect of previous trial emotion
as well as current trial emotion was not significant, F(1,
28) = 3.57, p = .06, h2

p = .11, and F(1, 28) = 1.25, p = .27,
h2
p = .04, respectively. Main effect of previous trial

congruence was significant, F(1, 28) = 100.33, p
< .001, h2

p = .78. Congruent trials were more accurate
than incongruent trials. The interaction between pre-
vious trial emotion and current trial emotion was not
significant, F(1, 28) = .66, p = .42, h2

p = .02. However,
the interaction between previous trial emotion and
previous trial congruence was significant, F(1, 28) =
15.59, p < .001, h2

p = .36. Post hoc analysis showed a
significant reduction in Stroop interference with
respect to error rate when the previous trial was incon-
gruent as compared to congruent when the target
expression on the previous trial was happy or sad, t
(28) = 11.93, p < .001 and t(28) = 19.82, p < .001,
respectively. However, there was a greater reduction
in Stroop interference when the target expression on
the previous incongruent trial was sad as compared
to happy, t(28) = 6.65, p < .001. The interaction
between current trial emotion and previous trial con-
gruence was not significant, F(1, 28) = .57, p = .45,
h2
p = .02.
The three-way interaction between previous trial

emotion, current trial emotion, and previous trial con-
gruence was significant, F(1, 28) = 102.74, p < .001,
h2
p = .78. Post hoc analysis showed a greater reduction

in Stroop interference for happy face preceded by a
sad face following incongruent trials as compared to
congruent trials, t(28) = 5.93, p = .005. In addition,
there was a significant CAE (as a function of previous
trial congruence) when the emotional expressions
were repeated across trials for both happy and sad
faces, t(28) = 15.28, p < .001 and t(28) = 19.12, p
< .001, respectively. To summarise, the results based
on accuracy data (error rate) indicate the effect of pre-
vious trial emotion (particularly sad faces) on CAE as a
function of previous trial congruence.

Discussion

The Stroop RT and error rate results show significant
CAE in addition to the congruency effect for both
happy and sad faces showing conflict triggered per-
formance adjustments. RT data showed a significant
reduction in Stroop interference for both happy and
sad faces when the previous trial was incongruent
compared to when it was congruent. In general,
both RT and accuracy data showed that the magni-
tude of the Stroop interference as a function of

previous trial congruence was less with sad compared
to happy faces. In terms of previous trial emotion,
there was a stronger CAE when the previous trial con-
tained a sad face. This suggests that different
emotions influence conflict sensitive modulations in
cognitive control differently. Sad faces on a high-con-
flict trial (incongruent previous trial) trigger larger
changes in control processes, thereby reducing the
susceptibility of conflict on the following high-conflict
trial (incongruent current trial).

More important finding is the significant three-way
interaction between previous trial congruence, pre-
vious trial emotion, and current trial emotion for
both Stroop RT and accuracy data. When the emotions
are repeated, the Stroop interference is reduced with
the previous incongruent trial. This could possibly be
due to repetition priming (Mayr et al., 2003; Nieuwen-
huis et al., 2006) as well as differences in control (Bot-
vinick et al., 2001). However, the results do indicate
that a repetition priming only explanation cannot
account for the results given the differences in the
pattern of adaptation effects for the two emotions.
Moreover, repetition priming effect was also greater
for sad as opposed to happy faces when comparing
the Stroop interference for prior incongruent trials
(see Figure 2). While there is a reduction in Stroop
interference for both emotions when they got
repeated (consistent with repetition priming), the
reduction in Stroop interference for happy faces
(55.52 ms) was less than that for sad faces (82.11 ms).

In addition, the pattern of Stroop interference
when there is a transition from happy-to-sad vs. sad-
to-happy across trials was different (see Figure 3).
There was no difference in Stroop interference
between prior incongruent and congruent trials for a
sad face preceded by a happy face. However, there
was a small CAE for a happy face preceded by a sad
face even when target emotions were not repeated.

In general, the CAE was larger when the previous
trial contained a negative emotion and was reduced
when the previous trial contained a positive emotion
(see Figure 3). A possible reason is that sad faces are
linked to narrow scope or more focusing of attention
(Fenske & Eastwood, 2003; Srinivasan & Gupta, 2011)
and narrowing of attention would have enabled
better cognitive control (Cohen & Henik, 2012). The
increase in cognitive control due to better focusing of
attention induced by a sad face would result in redu-
cing the conflict in the subsequent trial and hence
larger reduction in Stroop interference. Results with
happy and sad facial expressions show greater
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involvement of proactive control mechanisms since the
difference in the CAE between emotions was significant
as a function of previous trial emotion. However, in the
absence of a significant interaction between current
trial emotion and previous trial congruence, the
results with happy and sad facial expressions did not
show differences in reactive control.

Experiment 2

Experiment 1 demonstrated a significant effect of
emotional valence in both current and previous trials
on conflict adaptation when the emotional valence
is task relevant. We investigated whether another
negative emotional expression like anger would
show differences in CAE compared to sadness (Lipp,
Price, & Tellegen, 2009). This experiment enabled us
to find out whether the results of the first experiment
could be replicated with respect to the differences in
adaptation effects for positive and negative emotions,
necessitated by the lack of a difference in CAEs as a
function of emotions with task-relevant stimuli in
some prior studies (Egner et al., 2008; Etkin et al.,
2006). Hence, the second experiment investigated
CAEs for happy and angry facial expressions in the
face-word Stroop task. Similar to the results of Exper-
iment 1, we expected that both angry and happy
faces would show a significant CAE. Angry faces
(similar to sad faces) were also expected to lead to
more focused attention due to the negative valence
and avoidance orientation. Hence, we expected the
CAE for angry faces in the previous trial to be stronger
than that obtained with happy faces.

Method

Participants
Thirty volunteers (mean = 22.6 years; range = 18–25
years; males = 15) from the University of Allahabad
with normal or corrected-to-normal vision provided
written consent and participated in the study.

Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of emotional faces with happy or
angry expression with an emotional word (“HAPPY” or
“ANGRY”) written over the face in red colour (see
Figure 4). Four grey scale full-front pictures of two
happy and angry faces each subtending 9.25° × 7.76°
and matched for mean luminance were used in the
study (see Figure 4). The faces were selected from an
Indian emotional faces database containing faces

rated for valence on a five-point rating scale (1 −
least happy/angry and 5 − very happy/angry). The
mean intensity of the happy and angry faces used in
the study was 3.42 and 3.61, respectively, (p > .05).
The mean arousal of the happy faces was 3.4 and 3.1
for angry faces (p > .05). Participants were seated at
a distance of 60 cm in front of a 19′′ computer
screen. The size of the faces and distracter words
“HAPPY” and “ANGRY” was the same as in the first
experiment.

Procedure

Each trial began with a fixation cross at the centre of
the screen for 300 ms followed by the emotional
face-word stimulus presented for 500 ms at the
centre of the screen against a black background. The
participants responded to the facial expression by
pressing the “z” key for happy and “/” key for angry
facial expressions. Participants were asked to
respond as accurately and fast as possible. Response
keys were counterbalanced across participants. There
were a total of 16 conditions with 60 trials in each con-
dition resulting in a total of 960 trials in addition to the
40 practice trials. The trial sequences, number of trials
in each of the 16 conditions with respect to previous
and current trial sequences, and the order of presen-
tation of trials was the same as the first experiment.
The target facial expression was either congruent or
incongruent with the content of the distracter word.
RTs and error rate (%) were recorded and analysed.
The criteria for filtering the RTs and for accuracy
were similar to the first experiment. Overall, mean
accuracy was 87.9% across participants.

Figure 4. Example stimuli used in experiment 2.
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Results

Data obtained were analysed similar to the first exper-
iment. The criterion for excluding the outlier trials was
similar to the first experiment. On an average about
1.31% trials were removed across the 16 conditions.
After excluding the outliers, around 50 (range: 45–59
trials) trials were available for analysis for each con-
dition. RTs from correct trials were used for analysis.
All the participants in this experiment showed ade-
quate accuracy (>80%). Tables A3 and A4 in the
Appendix present the mean RTs (ms) and accuracy
(error rate in %) for happy and angry target
expressions as a function of previous and current
trial congruence as well as previous and current trial
emotion. We computed a three-way ANOVA with pre-
vious trial congruence, previous trial emotion, and
current trial emotion with difference scores. Figure 5
presents the reduction in Stroop interference for
happy and angry facial expressions in the current
trial as a function of previous trial congruence.
Figure 6 presents the reduction in Stroop interference
for happy and angry facial expressions as a function of
previous trial congruence and previous trial emotion.
The results based on the four-way ANOVA on RT
data and accuracy scores are included in the sup-
plementary material and show similar effects obtained
with the Stroop difference scores analyses.

Stroop interference (RTs)
The analysis with Stroop difference scores (I – C)
showed main effects for previous trial congruence, F
(1, 29) = 36.53, p < .001, h2

p = .557 and previous trial

emotion, F(1, 29) = 5.66, p = .02, h2
p = .163. Stroop

interference was less when the previous trial was
incongruent indicating a significant adaptation
effect. Stroop interference was less when the target
expression on the previous trial was angry compared
to happy expression. Previous trial congruence inter-
acted with current trial emotion, F(1, 29) = 4.37, p
= .04, h2

p = .131 but did not show a significant differ-
ence between the two facial expressions. The inter-
action between previous trial congruence and
previous trial emotion was not significant (p = .825).
Previous and current trial emotion also did not show
a significant interaction effect (p = .365).

The three-way interaction between previous trial
emotion, previous trial congruence and current
trial emotion was significant, F(1, 29) = 28.44, p
< .001, h2

p = .495. Post hoc analysis showed a signifi-
cant reduction in the Stroop interference when the
previous trial was incongruent as compared to
when it was congruent (typical adaptation effect)
for both happy and angry faces when the target
expression in the current trial was the same as in
the previous trial, t(29) = 6.44, p = .001 and t(29) =

Figure 5. Conflict adaptation effect in terms of the reduction in Stroop
interference (difference between incongruent and congruent trials) for
happy and angry faces as a function of previous trial congruence. The
x-axis represents previous trial congruence (congruent, incongruent)
and y-axis represents the Stroop interference (Incongruent minus con-
gruent RTs). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

Figure 6. Stroop interference for happy and angry faces as a function
of previous trial congruence, previous trial emotion, and current trial
emotion. The light grey bars depict the Stroop interference for the pre-
vious congruent trials and dark grey bars depict the Stroop interfer-
ence for the previous incongruent trials. The difference between the
light and dark grey bars represents the CAE as a function of previous
and current trial emotion. The x-axis represents the previous and
current trial emotion (HH, AH, HA, AA; “H” represents happy faces
and “A” represents angry faces) and the y-axis represents the Stroop
interference (difference between incongruent and congruent RTs on
the current trial) when the previous trial was congruent or incongru-
ent. HH presents a trial where happy target face in the current trial is
preceded by a happy target face; AH represents a trial where happy
target face in the current trial is preceded by an angry target face;
HA represents a trial where angry target face is preceded by a
happy target face; AA represents a trial where an angry target face
is preceded by angry target face. *indicates p < .05.
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8.24, p < .001. Even though the two-way interaction
between previous and current trial emotion was
not significant, these two variables interacted with
previous trial congruence, which is evident in the
three-way interaction. Differences in the Stroop
interference when the previous trial was incongru-
ent compared to when it was congruent were not
significant when the target expression on the pre-
vious trial was not the same as in the current trial.
Moreover, Stroop interference for the happy face fol-
lowing a congruent trial was much less (2.75 ms)
when preceded by an angry face as compared to
when preceded by a happy (45.72 ms) face, t(29) =
4.67, p = .04. This effect was not observed for the
Stroop interference for angry faces following a con-
gruent trial. On the other hand, Stroop interference
for angry faces following an incongruent trial was
much less (−29.20 ms) when preceded by an angry
face as compared to when preceded by a happy
(19.34 ms) face, t(29) = 5.27, p = .012.

Previous trial congruence influenced the CAE with
respect to the current trial emotion, though it did
not show a difference between the two emotions. In
order to compare the adaptation effects for the two
emotions, we subtracted the Stroop score (I – C)
when the previous trial was congruent from the
Stroop score when the previous trial was incongruent
for both target emotions [i.e. (iI− iC)− (cI− cC) is the
difference in Stroop interference when preceded by
incongruent vs. congruent trial – smaller difference
implies greater conflict adaptation following an incon-
gruent vs. a congruent trial]. This difference was
−42.13 ms for angry faces and −23.81 ms for happy
faces, t(29) = 2.087, p = .04. This suggests that angry
faces resulted in a greater adaptation effect as com-
pared to happy faces.

Stroop interference (error rates)
A three-way ANOVA was performed with accuracy
data using the difference error rates (difference
between incongruent and congruent trials). Analysis
with accuracy data showed a main effect of previous
trial emotion, F(1, 29) = 7.46, p = .01,h2

p = .205. The
main effect of current trial emotion was not signifi-
cant, F(1,29) = 3.06, p = .09,h2

p = .096. However, the
main effect of previous trial congruence was signifi-
cant, F(1,29) = 42.38, p < .001, h2

p = .594.
The interaction between previous trial emotion and

current trial emotion was not significant, F(1, 29)
= .007, p = .93, h2

p = .00. The interaction between pre-
vious trial emotion and previous trial congruence was

also not significant, F(1,29) = .37, p = .54,h2
p = .013.

However, the interaction between current trial
emotion and previous trial congruence was signifi-
cant, F(1,29) = 6.02, p = .02, h2

p = .172. Post hoc analy-
sis showed a significant reduction in Stroop
interference for happy and angry facial expressions
following incongruent trials as compared to congru-
ent trials, t(29) = 10.87, p < .001 and t(29) = 5.96,
p = .001, respectively. The three-way interaction
between previous trial emotion, current trial
emotion, and previous trial congruence was signifi-
cant, F(1,29) = 11.51, p = .002, h2

p = .284. Post hoc
results demonstrate a significant adaptation effect
for a happy face preceded by an angry face following
incongruent trials as compared to the congruent trials,
t(28) = 5.32, p = .01. This effect was not significant for
angry faces preceded by happy faces. Accuracy data
showed significant CAE for happy faces in the
current trial when angry faces were the target
expression on the previous trial.

Comparing the CAEs between Experiments 1 and
2
Results of experiments 1 and 2 showed a difference in
CAE for sad and angry faces as compared to happy
faces. To further understand the differences in conflict
adaptation due to sad and angry faces, we computed
a two variable mixed ANOVA with RT data between
experiments 1 and 2 with emotion (sad and angry
faces) as a between subjects factor and previous trial
congruence (congruent and incongruent) as a within
subjects factor using the difference scores (Stroop
interference as a function of previous trial congru-
ence). Stroop interference scores (incongruent minus
congruent) were used for this purpose. Main effects
of emotion and previous trial congruence were not
significant, F(1, 57) = 0.632, p = 0.43, h2

p = .016 and F
(1, 57) = 1.83, p = .185, h2

p = .061. However, the inter-
action between emotion and previous trial congru-
ence was significant, F(1, 57) = 14.39, p < .001,
h2
p = .343. Sad faces on the previous trial as compared

to angry faces resulted in greater reduction in Stroop
interference for happy faces following an incongruent
trial (p = .01). These results particularly suggest greater
involvement of proactive control mechanisms for sad
faces as compared to angry faces. Angry faces on the
previous trial did not result in a significant reduction in
Stroop interference (i.e. decrease in the difference in
RTs or error rates between incongruent and congruent
trials) for happy faces following congruent or incon-
gruent trials (p > .05).
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Discussion

Results of the second experiment also showed an
overall CAE as a function of previous trial congruence.
Stroop interference was reduced for both happy and
angry faces when the previous trial was incongruent
as compared to when it was congruent. Conflict adap-
tation effect in terms of the difference between (iI – iC)
and (cI – cC) was larger for angry (42.13 ms) faces as
compared to happy (23.81 ms) faces. The results are
primarily due to the stronger Stroop interference for
the angry face compared to the happy face when
the previous trial was congruent. The angry faces
might have resulted in more focused spatial attention
enabling lesser processing of the meaning of the dis-
tractor word resulting in a greater reduction in Stroop
interference following a conflict situation.

In terms of previous trial emotion, greater
reduction in Stroop interference was observed for
happy faces when preceded by angry faces than
when preceded by happy faces when the previous
trial was congruent. Negative emotion with avoidance
orientation (angry faces) on the previous trial was
found to enhance conflict-driven control in the sub-
sequent trial containing a positive emotion though
this effect was observed only when preceded by a
congruent trial (see Figure 6). Previous incongruent
trial with angry target expression may lead to an
increase in the conflict experienced on the sub-
sequent trial and hence may not show a significant
adaptation effect.

The CAEs were present primarily when the
emotions (both happy and anger) were repeated,
that is the responses were the same in previous and
current trials. Similar to experiment 1, the relative
magnitudes of the reduction in conflict effect with
response repetition were not the same for both
emotions. Here as well, the negative expression
(anger) showed a larger reduction (75.86 ms) than
the happy expression (59.28 ms).

Similar to experiment 1, when the responses are
not repeated there is very little conflict adaptation.
However, the pattern was different (see Figures 3
and 6) when there was a change in target expression
from one trial to another. The pattern of effect
when the previous trial had happy expression and
the current trial consisted of anger expression was
the same as that seen in experiment 1 where the
change was from happy to sad expression. This dif-
fered from the pattern of effects seen when there
was a change from angry to happy expression. There

was no Stroop interference for the happy expression
when the preceding trial was a congruent trial con-
taining angry expression. In addition, there was at
best a small Stroop interference when the preceding
trial was an incongruent trial containing angry
expression. The results once again indicate that the
modulations in cognitive control were dependent on
whether the transition was from happy to anger or
vice versa.

The significant interaction between previous trial
congruence and current trial emotion in the absence
of the interaction between previous trial congruence
and previous trial emotion (with both RT and accuracy
data) supports the involvement of reactive control
mechanisms more than proactive control as a function
of emotion. However, the significant effects with the
three-way interaction between previous and current
trial emotion and previous trial congruence indicate
that emotional valence influences both proactive
and reactive control mechanisms.

Comparing the CAEs between Experiments 1
and 2

Results of experiments 1 and 2 showed a difference in
CAE for sad and angry faces as compared to happy
faces. To further understand the differences in conflict
adaptation due to sad and angry faces, we computed
a two variable mixed ANOVA with RT data between
experiments 1 and 2 with previous trial emotion (sad
and angry faces) as a between subjects factor and pre-
vious trial congruence (congruent and incongruent) as
a within subjects factor using the difference scores
(Stroop interference as a function of previous trial con-
gruence). Stroop interference scores (incongruent
minus congruent) were used for this purpose. Main
effects of emotion and previous trial congruence
were not significant, F(1, 57) = 0.632, p = 0.43,
h2
p = .016 and F(1, 57) = 1.83, p = .185, h2

p = .061.
However, the interaction between previous trial
emotion and previous trial congruence was signifi-
cant, F(1, 57) = 14.39, p < .001, h2

p = .343. Sad faces
on the previous trial as compared to angry faces
resulted in greater reduction in Stroop interference
for happy faces following an incongruent trial (p
= .01). These results particularly suggest greater invol-
vement of proactive control mechanisms for sad faces
as compared to angry faces. Angry faces on the pre-
vious trial did not result in a significant reduction in
Stroop interference (i.e. decrease in the difference in
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RTs or error rates between incongruent and congruent
trials) for happy faces following congruent or incon-
gruent trials (p > .05).

General discussion

The current study with the face-word Stroop task
demonstrates that cognitive control more specifically
conflict adaptation depends on emotional valence.
While in general, CAEs are present with all emotional
faces, the pattern and magnitude of CAEs differ
depending on emotional valence. More importantly,
CAEs are modulated not only as a function of previous
trial congruence but also as a function of previous trial
emotion. Both experiments had happy expression as
the common positive emotion paired with sad
expression in experiment 1 and angry expression in
experiment 2. The reduction in Stroop interference
(I – C) for happy expression was more when it was
paired with the sad (−41 ms) compared to the angry
expression (−23 ms).

Happy and sad faces showed different patterns of
CAEs in terms of modulations in Stroop interference
following an incongruent trial and as a function of pre-
vious trial emotion suggesting greater involvement of
proactive control. On the other hand, angry faces
showed stronger adaptation effects compared to
happy faces as a function of previous trial congruence
and current trial emotion suggesting greater involve-
ment of reactive control.

In addition, with respect to previous trial emotion,
negative emotions on the previous trial resulted in
greater reductions in Stroop interference for happy
faces in the current trial. For instance, Figure 3
shows a significant reduction in Stroop interference
for happy faces when the previous trial contained a
sad face following an incongruent trial due to nar-
rowing of attention induced by sad faces. On the
other hand, greater reduction in Stroop interference
for happy faces was also observed when the previous
trial contained an angry face following a congruent
trial (see Figure 6). In general, angry faces on the
current trial showed stronger adaptation effect,
which could be due to the motivational (avoidance)
aspects associated with angry faces resulting in
greater recruitment of reactive control mechanisms.
Negative emotions could act as a motivational force
for adjustments in control (Fritz et al., 2015). More-
over, recent studies have also demonstrated an
association between trait negative affect such as
anxiety and enhanced cognitive control though

high trait anxious individuals rely on less efficient
reactive control processes (Cavanagh & Shackman,
2015; Moser, Moran, Schroder, Donnellan, & Yeung,
2013).

The nature of conflict processing and adaptation
effects depends on the nature of task-relevant
emotional valence. Our results differ from the find-
ings of Padmala et al. (2011) where reduced or no-
conflict adaptation was found with task-irrelevant
negative pictures compared to neutral pictures.
They explained their results in terms of sharing of
resources between emotional processing associated
with the negative pictures and the processes
involved in up-regulation following a conflict. The
task relevance of emotional stimuli, especially nega-
tive emotions (sad and angry facial expressions) in
the current study is of critical importance as the
diversion of attentional resources would not occur
in case of such stimuli and thus result in stronger
adaptation effects for negative emotions as
opposed to the reduced CAE observed in the study
by Padmala et al. (2011). Kanske (2012) discussing
task relevance and emotions has suggested that
emotions would facilitate cognitive control when
they are task-relevant and task-irrelevant emotions
may show hindering effects. Consistent with such a
possibility, our study shows that task-relevant
emotions especially negative emotions can produce
proactive control or conflict adaptation.

Conflict adaptation effects can be explained in
terms of both response/repetition priming effects
(Mayr et al., 2003; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2006) and con-
flict-driven adjustments in control (Gratton et al.,
1992). In the current study, we observed repetition
priming effects for both positive and negative
emotions. The interaction between previous trial con-
gruence and repetition explains larger priming due to
an increase in associative strength (Davelaar &
Stevens, 2009). Conflict adaptation effects were
present primarily when target emotion was repeated
in successive trials. However, the magnitude of the
effects was not the same for negative and positive
emotions with a larger priming effect when the nega-
tive emotions (sad/anger) were repeated. This indi-
cates that the emotional modulation of conflict
adaptation operates by influencing both response
priming and conflict-driven control. While CAE might
be reduced after the removal of stimulus repetitions,
it is not completely eliminated, which was also
observed in the current study. More importantly, the
results indicate that even if there is repetition
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priming, the magnitude of such priming effects
depends on emotional valence.

CSE as a measure of conflict adaptation have also
been used as an index of proactive control though a
number of researchers also consider CSE as a
measure of reactive control (Duthoo et al., 2014).
Our study did not intend to settle this issue but our
results clearly show the influence of emotional
valence on CAEs. Since we find that previous trial
emotion (sad in experiment 1) and current trial
emotion (anger in experiment 2) influences the con-
gruence effects on the subsequent trial, we propose
that emotions could influence proactive as well as
reactive control mechanisms. However, further
studies are needed to investigate the differences in
the involvement of proactive versus reactive control
mechanisms as a function of emotional valence.

Although CSE is considered a robust measure of
conflict adaptation, there are certain methodological
concerns, which may influence the interpretation
based on CSE (Duthoo et al., 2014). The feature inte-
gration account of CSE argues that sequential modu-
lation is confounded by low-level repetition effects.
The current study employed four faces (two male
and two female), two emotion pairs (Happy–Sad/
Happy–Angry) and two pairs of distractor words
(Happy–Sad/Happy–Angry) in the two experiments.
While more emotional synonym words could have
been used, such words differ in terms of their refer-
ence to the intensity of an emotional expression
making it difficult to match the emotional intensities
of a word and an expression. For example, if the dis-
tractor word represents an emotion with greater
intensity compared to facial expression (over which
the word appears), it may result in a milder form of
incongruency (even though broadly the valence is
same) and in turn may confound the CSE. Since our
intention was to compare CAE across emotions, we
designed the experiment with four faces and only
two words.

Another aspect that influences the interpretation of
CSE is contingency learning (association between a
stimulus dimension and response), which may
enhance the CSE (Duthoo et al., 2014). For instance,
a greater number of congruent trials compared to
incongruent trials may influence the CSE as a function
of low-level modulation due to high contingency bias
for congruent trials. This confound was ruled out in
the current study by having equal number of trials
for each of the congruency conditions for each
emotion. Previous studies have shown that repetition

expectancy effect may also influence CSE (Gratton
et al., 1992). In contrast to the reactive conflict-
driven adjustments in control, the repetition expect-
ancy emphasises on the role of more proactive and
anticipatory control processes (Duthoo et al., 2014).
We acknowledge that CAEs may be a result of con-
flict-driven adjustments in control and can also be
explained in terms of priming effects. The equal
number of repetition and non-repetition trials for
each congruency condition ensures that the presence
of CSE in non-repetition conditions is not confounded
by expectancy on the part of the participants. While
this issue can be addressed by using varying RSIs,
we had not manipulated the RSIs in order to simplify
the design that already has multiple variables due to
manipulation of emotional valence in previous and
current trials. It should be noted that our main objec-
tive was to investigate the modulation of CSE as a
function of valence. The time line of our experiment
is within 2000 ms as Egner, Ely, and Grinband (2010)
have demonstrated that CSEs are observed with
small response to stimulus intervals (from 500 up to
2000 ms).

A hybrid model combining an item-level control
mechanism (in which attention is enhanced to the
repeated item itself) and a pathway-level control
mechanism (in which attention is enhanced to all
items equally) to provide a better account of adap-
tation effect in terms of three separate loci of
control: (a) item-level control, (b) pathway-level
control, and (c) response priming (Blais, Robidoux,
Risko, & Besner, 2007). The results of the present
study support the item-level loci of control that is
triggered by the emotional valence of objects particu-
larly negative emotions. Blais et al.’s computational
model demonstrated that conflict-monitoring
module operates in concert with control mechanisms.
However, the question related to the sensitivity of dis-
tinct cognitive control mechanisms for specific
emotional valence is yet to be answered (Mueller,
2011).

The evidence for emotion-specific cognitive
control mechanisms can be seen more clearly by
comparing the effects of negative expression in pre-
vious trial on the happy expression in current trial
(transition from angry or sad to happy expression).
Narrowing of attention (incongruent trials and sad
or angry affect) and widening of attention (congruent
trials and happy affect) may influence the top-down
recruitment of control. The differences in magnitude
of CAEs or CSE between happy and negative
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expressions as well as the differences due to a
specific negative expression in a preceding trial on
the following happy expression clearly indicate that
repetition priming alone cannot explain the results.
Conflict adaptation effects or CSE with emotional
stimuli could be understood only by considering
the emotional valence of stimuli that lead to differen-
tial recruitment of cognitive control mechanisms.
Critical components of cognitive control such as inhi-
bition are modulated by emotional valence (Mueller,
2011). For instance, a study with sad, happy and
neutral stimuli using the Go-No-go task showed a
different response of neural circuits to different
emotions with respect to inhibitory control (Schulz
et al., 2009).

So far, studies on cognitive control employing task-
relevant emotional stimuli have either not directly
investigated or not demonstrated differences in
proactive control as a function of emotional valence
of the target stimulus (Burgess & Braver, 2010; Hart
et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2013). The lack of differences
in conflict adaptation due to emotion could be due
to the timing parameters in the fMRI studies (longer
presentation and inter-trial times), smaller number of
trials, or the specific negative emotional stimuli used.
It is also pertinent to note that some studies have
not ensured that the sizes of the emotional words
are not the same and our pilot studies have indicated
that this could be one contributing factor to the lack of
emotion-based CAEs in prior studies. A recent ERP
study using a novel face-based Stroop task based on
conflict between facial features using happy and
angry faces also did not find any difference in conflict
adaptation between emotions (Clayson & Larson,
2013). This could be due to the fact that the emotional
conflict is within the face itself and dynamic control
processes could differ only when the conflicting
emotions come from different objects (face vs.
words in our study). However, there is a need for
further investigation of emotion-based adaptation
effects across different emotions using conflicts due
to features within the face or from other modalities.

Emotions influence cognitive control, enhancing
some functions and impairing others resulting in an
integrated cognitive and emotional control system.
Our results support computational models of cogni-
tive control involving integration of emotions and
cognitive control (Gray, 2004). However, such models
have not yet addressed CAEs in a conflict task with
task-relevant emotional stimuli. In general, models of
cognitive control have addressed different aspects of

sequential effects in cognitive control at the compu-
tational or neural levels, which partially support our
findings related to the evidence for significant adap-
tation effects for task-relevant stimuli. For instance,
cascade-of-control model employs top-down biases
towards task-relevant processes triggered by specific
stimuli (Banich et al., 2009). Our results indicate that
computational models of cognitive control need to
incorporate the specific role of emotions.

In sum, the present findings show sequential
modulations in the size of Stroop interference for
happy, sad and angry facial expressions by using the
face-word Stroop task. Conflict triggered adjustments
in control were found to be stronger for negative
emotions and were modulated as a function of pre-
vious as well as current trial emotion. Emotions play
a crucial role in instigating control mechanisms
(Inzlicht et al., 2015). Interestingly, previous trial nega-
tive emotions were also found to exert greater influ-
ence on the top-down recruitment of control but
with different patterns of adaptation effects. Sad
faces in the first experiment showed relatively
greater involvement of proactive control indicated
by the significant effect of previous trial sad faces on
the Stroop interference in the current trial. However,
angry faces in the second experiment showed rela-
tively greater involvement of reactive control indi-
cated by the significant effect of current trial angry
faces on the Stroop interference in the current trial.
Sad faces triggered faster conflict resolution for
happy faces following an incongruent trial due to nar-
rowing of attention induced by sad faces. However,
current trial angry faces showed stronger adaptation
effect as compared to happy faces, which is attributed
to the salience of angry faces as well as narrowing of
attention induced by negative emotions such as
anger. Conflict adaptation or CSE is mediated by
associative priming as well as conflict-driven adjust-
ments in control. Such conflict-driven adjustments in
control play a significant role in emotion regulation
with implications for everyday behaviour.
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Appendix
Table A1. Mean RTs (ms) and standard error for happy and sad target
expressions as a function of previous and current trial congruence (IC,
II, CI, CC) as well as previous and current trial emotion (HH, SH, SS, HS).

Conditions IC II CI CC
HH 501.73(13.86) 489.15(14.13) 519.86(15.37) 476.92(12.87)
SH 541.30(11.90) 533.76(13.56) 537.41(12.22) 520.05(10.07)
SS 547.17(15.79) 521.93(13.79) 558.97(17.71) 502.10(12.97)
HS 570.00(13.03) 586.30(15.20) 577.72(14.23) 558.70(12.99)

Note: IC.

Table A2. Mean accuracy (error rate in %)and standard error for
happy and sad target expressions as a function of previous and
current trial congruence (IC, II, CI, CC) as well as previous and
current trial emotion (HH, SH, SS, HS).

Conditions IC II CI CC
HH 12.28(1.03) 6.88(0.72) 16.61(1.26) 5.01(0.81)
SH 16.42(1.77) 14.89(1.69) 18.04(1.72) 12.96(1.42)
SS 16.42(1.76) 7.79(0.97) 18.76(1.23) 6.13(0.84)
HS 15.83(1.86) 20.43(2.38) 18.48(2.35) 14.10(1.98)

Table A3. Mean RTs (ms) and standard error for happy and angry
target expressions as a function of previous and current trial
congruence (IC, II, CI, CC) as well as previous and current trial
emotion (HH, AH, AA, HA).

Conditions IC II CI CC
HH 528.74(11.83) 515.18(11.64) 542.69(11.51) 496.97(10.68)
AH 581.71(12.40) 596.35(14.55) 581.13(11.51) 578.37(12.80)
AA 558.81(12.29) 529.61(10.967) 565.57(13.44) 518.90(10.63)
HA 592.33(12.07) 611.68(12.02) 608.29(11.99) 580.67(18.73)

Table A4. Mean accuracy (error rate in %)and standard error for
happy and angry target expressions as a function of previous and
current trial congruence (IC, II, CI, CC) as well as previous and
current trial emotion (HH, AH, AA, HA).

Conditions IC II CI CC
HH 8.32(0.99) 13.80(1.58) 18.46(1.49) 11.86(1.56)
AH 13.23(1.25) 4.31(0.83) 10.58(1.31) 4(0.78)
AA 6.88(0.89) 8.01(0.69) 11.41(1.1) 2.56(0.78)
HA 11.77(1.53) 13.64(1.57) 14.13(1.61) 10.85(1.32)
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